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● A maximum of 16 individuals would be allowed within the facility at one time (12 swimmers, 2 coaches, and 2 lifeguards).
  ○ Lap swimmers will be asked to go online and sign up for an available time to avoid “rush” hours.
● Locker rooms are to remain closed to pool patrons. All pool users should arrive wearing their swimming attire. Following conclusion of their exercise, they would return to their homes to shower and change.
● Lifeguards will actively place Regents Center towels 6 feet apart (at minimum) on the floor near the walls of the pool. As patrons enter, they will place their belongings on one towel, marking their place at the pool. When they have concluded their time at the pool, they would pick up their Regents Center towel and place it inside a bin near the Natatorium exit.
● All patrons are to bring water bottles with them to the pool. The water fountain is to remain off limits to patrons. Lifeguards and pool employees are required to wear masks when utilizing the water bottle filling station.
● Patrons are to utilize the single-user restroom immediately adjacent to the Natatorium when needed.
● Swimmers would be encouraged to swim down the middle of their lanes, not to circle swim or swim sides.
● If two members of the same household were present they would be allowed to use the same lane. No other lane sharing would be permitted. They would be expected to maintain distance from swimmers in other lanes.